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PRICE: LESS THAN YOU’D EXPECT, ACCORDING TO SU

Student Union Defunds Planned Parenthood

Although many groups have recently experienced significant budget cuts at the hands
of Student Union, none has been hit harder
than Planned Parenthood. The group, which
offers family planning and women’s health
services to women all around the country at
little to no cost, will likely be forced to close
its doors at the end of the fiscal year, as it will
no longer be able to cover operating costs.
“I can’t believe they would actually do
this,” said Nancy Greenwood, a nurse practitioner who works at the recently-doomed Central
West End location. “This organization has had
such a positive impact on women all across the
nation. When we shut down, millions will lose
access to the family planning and reproductive healthcare services that we provide. It’s
like Student Union doesn’t even care about
the groups that it’s responsible for funding.”
Greenwood’s sentiment has been
echoed by women around the globe, with the
hashtag #SUckYou trending on Twitter within
thirty minutes of the annoucement. Protests are
currently in the works for nearly every major city
in the United States and tensions have only been
inflamed by reports that not all student groups
experienced comparable cuts. For example, the
Anime Exploration Team was awarded 147% of
the funds they requested, while College Republicans received enough money in their Spring
2019 budget to cover all of Planned Parenthood’s costs in addition to their own. When
WUnderground reporters reached out to the
treasurer of Student Union regarding these
disparities in allocation, they were given a single
sheet of computer paper upon which the phrase

“We do what we want” was written in blood.
Despite this widespread backlash,
some have applauded the move. Paul Ryan
spoke on the matter during a press conference held outside the SU office on Thursday.
“Planned Parenthood has been brainwashing our youth with fables of ‘sexual reproduction.’ Babies, myself included, are delivered to the
doorsteps of married heterosexual couples by big
floppy white birds and I will hear no more of these
lies about the importance of ‘reproductive health.’”
When asked how he responds to the
outcry from women across the nation, Ryan
replied in confusion: “What’s a woman?”
At this time, the exact future of Planned
Parenthood remains uncertain. The group plans
to appeal for the millions of dollars in funding
that it originally requested, but experts say that
this desperate attempt to salvage the organization
is unlikely to succeed. However, Dr. Leana Wen,
president of Planned Parenthood, was able to offer
one comfort to the women who will lose access
to affordable and accessible reproductive care:
“At least they funded our pizza budget!”
"Why don't I support
Planned Parenthood?
Because I was a mistake,"
Ryan informed the press
gathered in the DUC Fun
Room, "and I want every
baby to feel the way I've
felt every day of my life."
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DSP Adds “Dare to Recycle” Challenge to their
Hell Week Program, Solves Climate Change
While Delta Sigma Pi pledges at other universities spent their hell weeks writing business songs,
drinking whole milk, and egging their own sinks,
the Washington University chapter set their
pledges to a more meaningful task: completely
solving climate change through the Dare to Recycle
program.
DSP member Paul Grundle, who, impressively,
is in DSP, recently filled us in about the inspiration behind this initiative. “We were deciding on
the final component of our pledges’ hell week,
and I suggested that we have them look over our
resumes again. But then a brother pointed out that
I’d already had that done 41 times. That made me
realize that it wasn’t all about me. It’s about the
reefs.”
Grundle went on to explain how the program
works: “The report from DSP Insights pointed to an
obvious, economical solution to the entire climate
problem: when our pledges see some recyclable
waste that’s either on the ground or in a trash can,
they immediately tell the nearest dining or custodial worker that they should stop what they’re doing
and move the recyclables to their proper place. If
the staff is reluctant to do this, flashing a picture of
DeAndre the Habitat-Threatened Tundra Lichen
always persuades them.”
Junior Gretchen Philips, home for Thanksgiving break, was impressed by the program’s
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success, noting, “I was walking through my neighborhood in Westchester this morning and it’s, like,
amazing! There’s no broken glass from used IV
needles anywhere in the streets, no mountains of
trash in anyone’s front yard, and it’s even snowing!
Incredible!”
Phi Delta Theta pledge Brick Trowel was floored
by the DSP pledges’ resolve, saying, “I guess it
wasn’t easy being forced to smash a glass bottle
on my forehead, but telling someone to put those
bottle shards in a recycling bin…like wow.”
DSP pledge Darrick brilliantly summarized his
fraternity’s impact when he pointed out that “the
entire Northern Hemisphere has gotten colder in
the last two weeks. I think that speaks for itself.”
Ensuring our children have a planet to grow up in:
now that is an impressive thing to put on a resume!
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WUnderground's Official Guide to Sorority Recruitment
Ok fuckfaces, first semester is coming to a close and the most critical four days of your entire college experience are fastly approaching. You can either come out on top and be the créme de la créme of this university for
the next 3.5 years, or come out as the social equivalent of dumpster sludge. Never fear! The women on WUnderground staff (we have those now!) have developed a foolproof guide to scoring a bid from the srat of your dreams.
1: Make it clear that you're
too cool for them
No one wants an eager beaver,
so let the sororities know you’re
hot shit. Make it clear that you
would rather be literally anywhere
else—check the likes on your last
insta, ask “how much longer,” say
you need to go home and water
your roommate’s succulents—girls
love when you play hard to get!
2: Capitalize on your
pending Sam Fox minor
Now more than ever, it is critical
to let everyone know that you’re
not like other girls. Talk about how
you make subpar line drawings of
your plants and read 20th century
art theory while listening to the ten
vinyls you acquired promptly before
leaving for college. That Sufjan
Stevens one slaps. If you’re already a
Sam Fox major, great! This will do
all the talking for the next 3 years.

3: Let them know you've
read through Greekrank
Don’t be afraid to share that
you know what’s what at this
school. You know that last year’s
PC was weak and that the girls
have been self-ranking to salvage
any integrity the chapter has
left. Don’t let Becky and her
wannabe friends fool you! You
have the real unbiased rankings!

4: Make fun of the crying
bitch in your Rho Chi group
Nothing asserts your cool-girl
status better than some good ol’
fashioned bullying. Plus, talking
about that hopeless sad sack’s tears
will make the perfect rush conversation. And if you find yourself
crying alone in the gargoyle bathroom the next day because you got
cut by all of your top choices, that
makes a great conversation too!

7: Be yourself, but only
if you're cool.
Ultimately, the sororities just want
someone genuine! However, if your
genuine self is totally fucking lame,
you should probably just drop out of
rush now and make some internet
friends who accept you as the irrelevant loser you are. Or even better!
Translate your now non-existent
self worth into writing satire!

5: Break A Limb So That When
You’re Cut, You Can Claim
Disability Discrimination
No one is going to forget wheelchair girl! And if they do, you
can really show them who's boss
with some bias reporting or just
get them kicked off campus with
an instigating Op-Ed in Student
Life. Hit ‘em where it hurts!

6: Tell Them You’re Already
on the Sig Chi Invite List
Getting in with the right sorority
is only half the battle to becoming
a full-fledged srat star. Make sure
the chapters know that you’re one
of the 200 freshman girls who
“coincidentally” made it onto the
Sigma Chi email list because you
went to someone’s cousin’s high
school. Oh! And don’t forget to
name drop the Brett from World
War III who still hasn’t texted you.
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to his history of work experience
three days before Super Tuesday,
in anticipation of an electoral win.
“He sent me an email about ‘some
new credentials’ a few days ago,”
confirmed Congressman Steve
Pearce of New Mexico. “I think he
already sent it to a lot of people.”
According to data obtained
from Google, O’Rourke recently
deleted several Chrome searches,
including “senate salary” and
directions from his Texas home
to the U.S. Capitol Building.

Point
"There's value
in redistricting."

Ways to Start
an Argument at
Thanksgiving

15. "So the earth is round, right?"
14. Kiss your mother with that
mouth
you're thankful for your
13. Say
other, better family
12. Put Plan B at your cousin's
place setting

11. Break shit
10. Decide that now’s the time to
start calling your parents by
their first names

everyone to
9. Ask
themselves with
Looking to prepare for life in a
sorority? Practice reciting common
phrases in the mirror to make sure
you nail the inflection. Mantras
include 'I love my big," "sisterhood!",
and an indecipherable squeal that
would best be transcribed as a 'woo'.

Beto O’Rourke Deletes U.S. Senator Job
From Hastily Updated Resume

EL PASO -- Congressman Beto
O’Rourke departed early from his
election watch party on Tuesday
to delete a hastily added job at
the U.S. Senate from his resume,
according to local reports.
O’Rourke was spotted exiting
an Uber and fumbling with his
keys outside his El Paso office,
cursing under his breath while
removing his laptop from a disheveled messenger bag. Friends of the
voter-friendly O’Rourke believe the
congressman added “U.S. Senator”

Top 15...

8.

introduce
preferred

pronouns
Introduce everyone else while
you assume their pronouns

7. Romanticize the AustroHungarian empire
(Archduke Ferdinand
did nothing wrong!)

your friend Roger who’s
6. Bring
a total riot

A representative for Wikipedia
noted several changes to the
“Career” section of O’Rourke’s
biographical profile, edits which
were quickly redacted late Tuesday
evening. “For about six hours or
so the page had an entire section
about his career as a senator, but
when I scrolled back it just read
“‘good campaigner and internet
sensation,’” said the Wikipedia rep.
Both sets of edits were reportedly performed by betobelieveit@aol.com.

5.

Make a snide comment about
Heliocentrism

balls deep into moral rela4. Go
tivism
a neutral stance on Rogue
3. Take
One

your hand up the turkey
2. Stick
and use it like a puppet,

then say, “I’m George Soros,
puppetmaster!”

1. Take a knee

Counterpoint
"Jesus Christ, dude."

By: Barry Allinson
Nuanced activist

By: Seamus Fischer
Missouri state legislator

Ok, hear me out here. In
some cases, gerrymandering is
actually beneficial and can be
used as a tool for social justice.
Drawing districts in certain ways
gives political representation to
historically marginalized groups.
.

The furries aren’t getting their
own district, Barry, I’ve told you
like 100 times.

